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For some of us, there is little left of the 
fall banding season but memories of big plans gone 
awry. For others, there are inspirations for fu
ture activities. For a number of handers, there is 
the satisfaction of a study completed. 

My own particular study had negative results. 

11,e 
Pre1lde11t's 
M~sst19e For some years, I have been collecting measurements 

of Brown Creepers. Last year, Kit Price supplied 
data from Island Beach, as did Mabel Warburton the year before, to sup
plement data I had taken for myself. After the statistical machinations 
were completed, it was plain that my hypothesis about sexing this spe
cies was incorrect. 

But •••• I had used the data I had collected! 

Every bander's log is full of facts. Every fact is a part of a 
fascinating jigsaw puzzle. Every bit of information left buried is a 
hole in the picture we are all trying to piece together. 

When will you tell the rest of us what YOU know, either by pu
blication in EBBA NEWS, or thru presentation of a paper at EBBA's annual 
meeting? 

--Emil J. Berger, Jr., President 
18B Brookside Drive, Lansdale, Pa. 19446 

COVER PICTURE, John B. Holt, Jr., climbling to an eagle's nest in northern 
Ohio. For an entertaining story, read John's "Odyssey" in 
EBBA News 33s222-233(Part I) and 287-292(Part II). Cover 
photo by Ron Austing. 
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BASIC DATA INTERPRETATION FOR BEGINNERS 
By Mary Heimerdinger Clench 

Many people, including handers, have an aversion for mathematics, 
This attitude may be understandible when it comes to figuring out the "new, 
simplified" income tax forms, the price per ounce of a 13 lbs,, 7-9/11 oz. 
box of detergent, or the sophisticated statistics in bird population stu
dies, Yet handers accUJ11ulate a great deal of information about birds, and 
much of it is in the form of numbers: wing measurements, weights, dates, 
number of birds, etc. All too often these important data lie fallow in 
banding notebooks because handers think they have to be accomplished mathe
maticians to analyze them. It just isn't true! Of course if you know statis
tics you can get a lot more information out of your banding, but with 
simple techniques (that you probably learned in grade school) plus a modicum 
of common sense, you can get some results from your figures, These results 
may be interesting enough to publish directly, or they could lead you to 
future, even more rewarding, studies, 

What birds to analyze? Some people try to work only on "rare" birds, 
even though they TT!ay not band more than a few of them per year. Leave 
that sort of thin g to the statisticians who know how to deal with small 
samples. Concentr~te jnstead on birds you've banded good numbers of, Note 
that I don't say precisely how many you must have; the numbers that con
stitute an "adequate" sample depend on what sort of analysis you're doing. 
Don't make the common mjstake of ignoring common birds, Some of the least 
understood birds biolo~ically are ones you band in numbers; they have been 
consistently neglected just because they were under everybody else's nose 
too, Swainson' s thrushes can be just as interesting as swainson's warblers: 

What to analyze? Av,ain, almost anything you have v,ood n1Jir1bers on, such 
as wing measurements, weights, times of migration. Make comparisons within 
or among species whenever possible--males vs. females, HY's vs. AHY's, 
resident species vs. migrants, The list can be as long as your ingenuity, 
You will probably spend a fair amount of time and paper experimenting with 
different kinds of comparisons, but at worst it will give you experience 
in handling data, and eventually you are bound to turn up something in
teresting, 

When you're working with numbers, don't forget your common sense. You 
know, for instance, that feathers wear; therefore don't lump measurements 
of worn wings (spring-summer) with freshly-molted fall birds to come up with 
the "average" wing length of a species, You also know that the amount of fat 
a bird is carrying will ha.ve a strong effect on its weight, So weight analyses 




